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Abstract
Over the past decade, the number and scale of ransomware attacks has grown. These attacks have stretched across multiple industries globally and caused billions of dollars of damages. Recent attacks have disrupted critical infrastructure and have served as prelude to war. Studies have shown that there is a lack of awareness among industry practitioners surrounding appropriate responses to ransomware. This failure during a career-defining moment is largely due to the gap between cyber security academic knowledge and industry practice. We therefore provide a learning resource for ransomware response education that is academically adequate, practically viable, and ultimately illustrates a process for proper employment of technology. This case, exposes students to technical requirements for a ransomware response and explores ransomware best practices. Discussion questions and a wargaming-style purple team exercise for individuals or groups extend the opportunity for delivering additional technical depth.
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Scenario
At 5:00 a.m. on a cold winter morning in an undisclosed East European nation, Arya, the senior security lead at The Nation nuclear power plant, woke up with a feeling of dread. With cyberattacks on the rise due to the tensions of war, she planned to run an incident response simulation today as a practice exercise for her team. The exercise had to be successful. With the previous attempts failing under her watch, this was Arya’s last attempt to save her job.

Even the sunrise and the sounds of birds chirping in the distance could not calm Arya’s preoccupied mind. With a steaming mug of strong coffee, she sat at her desk at home and switched on her laptop in order to gather her thoughts and plans for the exercise. With war tensions, Arya was aware of the looming threat of advanced persistent threat (APT) groups like Cozy Bear (APT29). Cozy Bear was known to target European and NATO member countries and the energy industry as well. Their primary attack tactics begin with large-volume spear phishing campaigns that would deliver an extensive range of custom compiled malware binaries. APT29 typically makes use of PowerShell and Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI).

After reading the news about the ransomware attack that had affected the United States-based Colonial Pipeline company in 2021, she keenly followed the development of the situation and even prepared detailed notes about it. Wanting to model her incident response exercise around a similar situation, Arya decided to go over the details of the Colonial Pipeline attack.

In true journalistic style, Arya’s notes first presented a high-level brief of the attack:

The Colonial Pipeline is an American oil pipeline system originating in Houston, Texas, that is responsible for the supply of about 45% of all the refined petroleum to the U.S. East Coast market. Comprising more than 5,500 miles, it is one of the largest and vital oil pipelines in the United States (Colonial Pipeline Company, 2021).

On May 7, 2021, the Colonial Pipeline company fell victim to a ransomware attack causing it to shut down for nearly one week.
This shutdown affected several consumers of gasoline, home heating oil and jet fuel along the U.S. East Coast. The attack was deemed as a national threat and caused President Joe Biden to declare a state of emergency.

A group known as DarkSide were identified as the attackers. The attackers demanded a ransom of 75 bitcoins (approx. $4.4 million as of May 7, 2021).

Arya then moved on to her notes on the cause of the Colonial Pipeline attack. This was so that she could determine if this could also potentially be a weakness in her company.

The root cause of the Colonial Pipeline attack was determined to be a compromised password. On June 8, 2021, Charles Carmakal, senior vice president and CTO of security firm Mandiant revealed that the attackers got into the Colonial Pipeline network through an exposed password for a Virtual Private Network (VPN) account. The VPN account, that belonged to an employee, was unused, but active at the time of the attack (Endler, 2021). According to Mandiant, the password was relatively complex and likely would have been difficult for the attackers to guess. A report by Bloomberg (Turton and Mehrotra, 2021) stated that the password was discovered inside a batch of leaked passwords on the dark web, suggesting that the employee had reused the password on an account that was compromised during a different data breach. However, Mandiant said that it is uncertain that this was how the DarkSide attackers obtained the credentials (Lakshmanan, 2021). The VPN account has since been deactivated.

Arya noticed that the VPN account did not use Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA), making it easier for the attackers to breach the Colonial Pipeline network with just the VPN login credentials. Her company, The Nation nuclear power plant, had recently rolled out a multi-factor authentication policy within the entire company.

The group behind the ransomware attack had been identified as DarkSide, the cyber criminals who had founded the Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS) concept. The RaaS business model involved ransomware operators and affiliates. The operators, often cybercrime groups, interview and then distribute their ransomware code to affiliate hackers in exchange for a fee or a percentage of the royalty.

In the Colonial Pipeline attack, DarkSide employed a double extortion strategy. This involves exfiltrating a victim’s sensitive data first and then encrypting it. An investigation by Trend Micro Research (Trend Micro Research, 2021) provides a look into how the DarkSide ransomware group operates. The details of the attack phases identified to have been used by DarkSide is depicted in Figure 1.

The ransomware attack impacted the Colonial Pipeline company severely. Firstly, the attackers were able to steal 100 gigabytes of data within a two-hour window and threatened to leak the data if the ransom was not paid. According to CNN (Bertrand et al., 2021) the billing system of the Colonial Pipeline was compromised. This prompted the Colonial Pipeline company to shut down in order to contain the threat and prevent further attacks. The Colonial Pipeline was forced to halt all activities for 5 days. Additionally, the goal for attackers in a ransomware attack is to have the victim pay a ransom, which is exactly what Colonial Pipeline did. They paid the 75 bitcoins (approx. $4.4 million at that time) ransom.

At the time the ransom demand was made, Colonial Pipeline CEO, Joseph Blount said that it wasn’t clear how widespread the intrusion was or how long it would take Colonial Pipeline to restore the compromised systems. Hence, Blount decided to pay the ransom, hoping it would speed up the recovery time.

The impact of the Colonial Pipeline attack also extended beyond the cyber security sphere and caused significant and immediate social repercussions:

- It affected the airline industry where the shortage of jet fuel impacted many carriers including American

![Figure 1. DarkSide attack lifecycle.](image-url)
Airlines. There were also limited disruptions at other airports, including Atlanta and Nashville.

- The fear of a fuel shortage caused panic-buying and long lines at fuel stations in many states, including Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Virginia, and the Carolinas. In some states, people even filled plastic bags with gasoline, triggering a U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission alert, warning consumers to only use containers meant for fuel.
- The panic-buying also led to some real shortages in certain areas as consumers bought more gasoline than usual.
- The transportation industry was affected as several trucking companies had to halt their long-haul

---

**Figure 2.** Global data threat report statistics, derived from Thales (2022).

**Figure 3.** Colonial pipeline attack timeline.
delivery operations out of fear of being stranded with no fuel.
- There was a spike in the average fuel price, with regular fuel topping $3/gallon (Tsvetanov and Slaria, 2021).

There were several lessons to be learned from the Colonial Pipeline attack. It reinforced the importance of cybersecurity in maintaining energy security and the security of critical infrastructure in general. The dire need for a tested incident response plan was highlighted as well as the importance of MFA. The attack also reiterated that remote work and remote access are still a major area of risk. Adding to this, the increase in cloud environment adoption was also a rising risk. These factors have inherently called for more stringent Federal security policies (Borgia et al., 2021).

The aftermath of the Colonial Pipeline attack exposed several vulnerabilities within critical infrastructure. It served as a wakeup call for businesses, for other critical infrastructure sectors, and the government (Kannry, 2022). On 12 May 2021, U.S. President Joe Biden signed an Executive Order (Exec. Order No. 14028) on Improving U.S. cyber security (The White House, 2021). This called to action the following:

- Mandates for Federal agencies to deploy Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) and encryption within a specific period of time and move to secure cloud services and zero-trust architecture.
- Establishing a baseline of security standards for development of software sold to the government.
- Establishing a Cybersecurity Safety Review Board that convenes after a significant cyber incident and makes recommendations for cybersecurity improvement.
- Creating cyber security event log requirements for federal agencies.
- Improving security detection on federal networks and information sharing within Federal agencies.
- Creation of a standardized Incident Response playbook for federal departments and agencies.

Other significant events that took place in the wake of the Colonial Pipeline attack were as follows:

- Chairman Richard Glick of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission released a statement (FERC, 2021) calling for an examination of Mandatory Pipeline Cybersecurity Standards.
- The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA, 2021) setup “stopransomware.com”, a catalog of ransomware-related resources and information on known exploited vulnerabilities that companies can use to protect themselves.
**Good Ransomware Prevention Practices**

- Implement Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) across all possible systems, particularly for webmail, VPN, and user accounts.
- Invest in secure backups (both physical and logical) of essential and critical data.
- Identify new attack vectors by monitoring cybersecurity threat alerts from reliable third-party sources.
- Implement PowerShell Security:
  - Restrict PowerShell usage, using a Group Policy, to only specific users and on a case-by-case basis.
  - Update PowerShell instances to version 5.0 or later and uninstall previous versions.
- Enforce strict password policies that include:
  - Avoiding password reuse for different accounts.
  - Account lockouts after a specified number of failed login attempts.
  - Recommending the use of password managers.
- Prevent access via a Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) session and implement best practices for use of RDP:
  - Close unused RDP ports.
  - Log RDP login attempts.
  - Enforce account locking after specific failed attempts.
  - Implement MFA.
- Configure user-accounts and processes to adhere to the principle of least privilege, unless otherwise required:
  - Disallow a local administrator account from logging in from a local interactive session.
  - Remove unnecessary/invalid accounts and groups.
  - Restrict root access and limit local administration.
- Conduct regular audits of user accounts, especially publicly accessible Remote Monitoring and Management accounts.
- Develop and regularly update a comprehensive network diagram that provides details of the company's network. It should include the following elements:
  - General network topology including network connections, interdependencies (internal and external) and access grants to third parties.
  - Covered major networks.
  - IP addressing schemes.

**Better Ransomware Prevention Practices**

- Implement policies to disable macro scripts unless approved by the security team.
- Securely retain network device and local host logs for triage, forensic and remediation purposes:
  - Utilize a Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) tool for centralized log management and log correlation.
  - Retain, maintain and backup logs for at least 1 year, if possible.
- Implement Domain Controller (DC) security:
  - Ensure that DCs are regularly updated and patched.
  - Ensure that the DCs are running the latest version of Windows Server.
  - Verify that only required software and agents are installed on the DCs and there are no additional software or agents.
  - Restrict access to the DCs only to the administrator group. Users in the administrator group should be limited and use separate accounts for day-to-day operations that require non-administrative permissions.
  - Configure the host firewall of the DCs to prevent access to Internet. Utilize update servers with internet connectivity to fetch and download necessary updates for the DCs.
  - Ensure that Server Message Block (SMB) signing is required between the DCs and hosts to prevent replay attacks.
  - Implement Kerberos default protocol. If unavailable, enable NTLM auditing so that only NTLMv2 responses are sent across the network.
  - Refuse LM and NTLM responses, if possible.
- Enable PowerShell module, script block and transcription logging (enhanced logging):
  - The logs contain useful information like historical OS and registry interactions.
  - The logs provide insight into a threat actor's possible tactics, techniques, and procedures.
  - Enable PowerShell Windows Event Log and PowerShell Operational Log with a log retention period of 180 days and maximum possible storage.
  - Monitor the logs regularly for indications of unusual activity such as log deletion or turning off log monitoring.

**Best Ransomware Prevention Practices**

- Implement a physical or logical network segmentation scheme to segregate different business units or IT resources within the organization. This assists with isolation and limiting the attack surface.
- Create a baseline reference of historical network activity over a period of several months.
  - Document what normal and legitimate activity looks like for easier identification of normal vs. anomalous network activity.
- Develop and test a Ransomware Incident Response plan that includes:
  - Documentation of critical systems and assets.
  - Determining who should be a part of the response team in the event of a ransomware attack.
  - Ransomware response procedures.
  - Contact list of stakeholders.
  - Documentation processes.

**Figure 5.** (a): Good ransomware prevention practices. (b): Better ransomware prevention practices. (c): Best ransomware prevention practices.
A Global Data Threat Report by Thales uncovered details about global organizations affected by ransomware (Thales, 2022). The research survey was conducted by the group 451 Research and included more than 2700 IT decision-makers in various business industries, worldwide. Some significant details of the research are depicted in Figure 2.

The final note Arya had on the Colonial Pipeline attack was a detailed timeline of significant events that had occurred at around that time. Arya created the timeline depicted in Figure 3. It provided a detailed picture of events such as when and where the attack began (Panettieri, 2022), when the colonial pipeline was taken offline (Kerner, 2022), when it was restored (Bomey, 2021), recovery of the ransom (nGuard, 2021) and more.

Ransomware playbook

Once she was done reviewing the Colonial Pipeline attack details, Arya went over the plan for today’s exercise. She planned to launch this exercise as a surprise to her team, just like a real cyber incident. In preparation for the simulation, Arya updated the purple team exercise plan that her company developed some time ago. In addition to this, she had also reached out to a cybersecurity expert, Daniel, a few days ago, for some ideas and advice. Daniel had sent over a ransomware playbook (CISA & MS-ISAC, 2020; Rapid7, 2021) that detailed best practices. Arya had spent the past 2 days going through the documents and adapting them in accordance with the laws of her country and power plant regulations set by the government.

The ransomware playbook also contained information on ransomware best practices. In preparation for the mock exercise, Arya had thoroughly reviewed the playbook and prepared notes that summarized the best practices. She categorized it into 2 sections, “prevention” practices and “mitigation and response” practices. Arya’s first focus was ensuring that The Nation power plant satisfied as many prevention criteria as possible before moving to mitigation and response.

The cyber security team at the power plant was a smaller one consisting of 3 security analysts, 2 security engineers,
Figure 7. (a): Ransomware detection and analysis. (b): Ransomware containment and eradication process. (c): Ransomware recovery and post-incident activity.
data privacy and risk analyst, and Arya, the senior security lead. The team had ensured that the plant was equipped with a considerable amount of cyber security controls, especially those laid out in the nuclear plant cyber program. This included the following:

1. Multi-factor authentication on all local accounts.
2. Adhering to government compliance policies.
3. Documentation of critical infrastructure.
4. A developed incident response plan.
5. Access control mechanisms.
6. Use of vulnerability scanning, SIEM and EDR solutions.
7. Cloud data back-ups.

Though the power plant had a cyber incident response plan that followed the suggested model depicted in Figure 4, it was only recently developed and never actually been tested to see if it is practical and usable for various cyberattacks. This was a goal Arya wanted to achieve with today’s simulation.

Prevention. The “prevention” document first listed out many general best practices for ransomware prevention. Arya took some time to classify these practices into “good,” “better,” and “best” practices, based on what her company had implemented and what she perceived to be “easier to implement.” Arya’s classification for “good” practices, depicted in Figure 5(a), consisted of controls her company had mostly implemented and in Arya’s opinion, were the easiest to implement. The “better” controls, depicted in Figure 5(b), were moderately time consuming to implement and the “best” controls, depicted in Figure 5(c), were the most difficult or time consuming to implement. Over the course of the mock exercise, Arya would be monitoring which practices were already in place and what needed to be included.

Once Arya was satisfied with her classification, she moved on to her next focus—known ransomware attack vectors. In the exercise, Arya wanted to focus on the attack vectors that were noted weaknesses within the power plant. Since some of the plant engineers weren’t careful when it came to email vigilance, Arya’s first priority was to check all the boxes in the phishing prevention practices laid out in Figure 6(a). Following this, Arya’s next focus was to make certain that all their monitoring and response tools were up to date and correctly configured and by extension, checking all the boxes to prevent precursor malware infection (depicted in Figure 6(b)). Third and final on Arya’s prevention outcomes from the ransomware mock attack were ticking as many boxes as possible in Figure 6(c) checklist,
the one which she was confident that there were not many The Nation nuclear power plant was missing.

**Mitigation and response.** When it comes to ransomware mitigation and response, the first step is to detect which systems and which part of the network has been impacted. The detection and analysis process was highlighted in Figure 7(a).

Once detected, the next step is to safely contain the malware and eradicate it from the environment. This is the most time consuming and detailed process. Arya’s notes on this procedure are detailed in Figure 7(b).

The final step in the mitigation and response procedure is to instill normalcy and ensure business continuity. The recovery and post-incident activity steps are outlined in Figure 7(c).

Through the exercise, Arya was keen to see what her team’s stance on paying a ransom would be. From her perspective, she knew that it is highly recommended to avoid paying the ransom and first investigate alternative recovery methods. Paying a ransom does not guarantee that the attackers will provide a working decryption key or that they will not release the company’s data.

**The power plant**

The Nation’s nuclear power plant, one of the oldest in the country, was responsible for generating nearly 60% of the electricity in the country. It made use of a pressurized water reactor (Touran, 2022). The core of the reactor contained all the nuclear fuel and generated all the heat. It comprised low-enriched uranium, control systems, and structural materials. The coolant material, water in this case, passes through the core and is responsible for transferring the generated heat from the fuel to the turbine. The turbine uses the heat to generate the electricity. The containment is the dome-shaped structure made of high-density, steel-reinforced concrete that separated the reactor from the outside environment. Finally, the cooling towers are used to discard excess heat that cannot be converted to energy.

The Nation nuclear power plant’s network was redesigned several years ago and now matches the best practices recommended by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC 2012). The network diagram is provided in Figure 8.
Conclusion

With all the documents and plans in order, Arya got ready to leave for work. She took her umbrella with her as she noticed that the gloomy weather had turned to rain, bringing with it a feeling of foreboding. On reaching the nuclear power plant at 8:40 a.m., she headed to the conference room to set up the exercise. At 9:05 a.m., Arya stood up, intending to call the entire cyber security team. As she opened the door to exit the room, she bumped into a flustered and panicking plant engineer. With a worried expression, he reported to Arya that the on-duty engineers were unable to access any of the systems in the control room and the human–machine interface for the power plant was locked. The electronic control for the plant’s cooling system was shut and the power plant was overheating. If this was not addressed, the core would soon overheat leading to a nuclear reactor meltdown. The only other option, the engineer mentioned, was a manual override of the gate control system. The manual override function was present in the safety zone of the nuclear power plant (Figure 9). Arya knew from her risk management exercise experience that the manual override would deactivate the plant during the annual peak demand cycle and could create a cascading brownout throughout the region.

Panic set in as Arya realized that in an ironic twist of events, she, who wanted to conduct a surprise mock attack simulation today, now had a very real cyber incident on her hands. She now had to run the exercise in a real-life situation, with no time to prepare and immediate response required.

Discussion questions

1. You are Arya. What is the first course of action you would propose to take in this situation?
2. Who should be involved in the cyber security incident operations?
3. Should the company consider paying the ransom? What are the advantages and disadvantages of paying ransom?
4. What components of the existing ransomware playbook allow for effective response in this situation?
5. What, if any, changes or additions do you recommend being made to the playbook?
6. Considering the scenario outlined above, what are the geo-political implications of the situation?
7. What security regulations and compliance targets should the company follow and use to draft their security policies?
8. What do you think has changed in technology that needs to be addressed by organizations and cyber-attack response playbooks?
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